
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

YOUR APPROACH SHOT TO GOOD PUTTING 
 

The ‘Shortest & Easiest’ procedure in golf requires some thought and execution. Make sure you 

read all of the ‘555 Library and Video Vault’ on this key topic. 

 

Learn how to make the ‘Short Stroke’ in a controlled environment. It is primarily a simple 

‘Mechanical’ task. If you do not have a ‘Set-Up Protocol’ or a ‘Pre Shot Routine’, create one, 

even if it is wrong or not 100% efficient, before you commence your relationship with the flat 

stick. Do not make one ‘Putt’ until you are properly prepared. 

 

You can accomplish this practice on a long hall carpet with no break or slope. Start from 2 feet 

and methodically work your way out. You can master this stroke! It will help you knowing ‘The 

8 Step Putting Pre Shot Routine’. Don’t delay! 

 

Once you can make the most basic of ‘Strokes & Rolls’, all you need to do is learn how to ‘Read 

Greens’. This is an art form that never comes to a destination. It is never boring or totally 

predictable. What a marvelous opportunity to be enhanced and envigorated! 

 

The final ingredient or step is the development and nurturing of ‘The Mental Aspect’. If you 

master ‘The Mechanical’ and condition yourself to ‘Read Greens’, your trust and confidence will 

grow. Now strive ardently to have FUN! 

 

‘Masters Of The Putting Stroke’, those of us who make smaller numbers with that “Flat Stick’, 

always hit their ‘Approach Shots’ closer than those who have bigger numbers. Take dead aim 

into the ‘15, 10 and 5 Foot Circles’! Smaller targets make for smaller misses! 

 

‘Master 555 Golf Basics’! 

‘Play Ready Golf’! 

‘Play It Forward’!  

‘Believe In Yourself’! 

 

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

 E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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